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Executive Summary
Global Country Risk Premium
Country Risk Premium Components
basis points

Country Risk Premium History
basis points

Risk Assessment & Conclusions
In 2017, the Russian economy has emerged from recession
(+1.5% y/y) on account of higher energy prices, improving
macro-economic fundamentals and thawing of geo-political
tensions. GDP growth was driven by increase in household
consumption, fueled by spike in household credit and
growing real wages. Additionally, inflation (+3.7% y/y in 2017)
has remained below the Central Bank’s target (4%), allowing
progressive monetary policy easing (interest rate reduced
from +10% to +7.75% during 2017). External indicators have
also improved, with larger current account surplus (+2.6% of
GDP in 2017 from +1.9% in 2016) and foreign exchange
reserves (USD 356bn in Dec. 2017), leading to a strong
exchange rate for the Ruble (USDS/RUB at 57.7 in 2017-end).
These improvements have prompted a sovereign credit rating
revision to investment grade (S&P) in early 2018.

RUB steeply depreciated (by 10% against USD) to eventually
stabilize (around USD/RUB 62.5). Unlike the 2014 sanctions
that coincided with a collapse in oil prices, this time around
the oil prices remain strong (above 75$/bl for Brent since May
2018) and are expected to remain high in the coming
quarters.
Overall, our scenario of Brent prices moving back to a range
of 60-65$/bl only in 2019H1and Russia’s solid Economic &
Financial risk rating suggest that financial and fiscal
adjustments will remain limited over the near term. Larger
declines in oil prices during 2019 (back to 55$/bl in Dec.2019)
are associated with a likely parallel depreciation of the RUB
up to RUB 70 against the USD. The Central Bank would allow
the RUB depreciate while using the forex reserves (USD
378bn in March 2018) to smooth tensions on Russian banks
and corporates that are excessively indebted in foreign
currencies. This scenario would imply tightened economic
policies and hence a new round of economic slowdown.

However, economic growth remains low, while the country
still grapples with large domestic credit (USD 1000bn in
2017Q4) and its banking sector faces significant
vulnerabilities. The Central Bank has taken considerable steps
to bring in more regulatory rigor and to manage high level of
non-performing assets (at 10%); it has withdrawn licenses of
16 banks and nationalized three of its largest private banks.

Notwithstanding Russia’s ability to ride the wave of sanctions
almost unscathed, the 2019 outlook, the increasing sensitivity
to oil price movements and deteriorating valuation / risk
combinations for all asset classes clearly point to a cautious
view on exposure to Russian markets.

Amidst the modest recovery, new US sanctions were imposed
on Russia on April 6, 2018. In the immediate aftermath, the

Economic Data
GDP (%)
Inflation (%)
Current Account ($ bn)
External Debt ($ bn)
Incl. % Short-Term
Forex Reserves ($ bn)
Exchange Rate / USD
Exchange Rate / EUR
Fiscal Balance (% GDP)
Public Debt (% GDP)

2015
-2.5
15.5
68.8
468
9.0
320
61.2
68.0
-3.4
15.9

2016
-0.2
7.1
25.5
525
8.6
318
67.0
74.1
-3.7
15.7

2017
1.5
3.7
40.2
--356
58.3
65.9
-1.5
17.4

Last value

1.3 2018Q1
2.4 Apr.-18
41.7 2017Q2-2018Q1

2018(p)
1.7
2.8
76.8

2019(p)
1.5
3.8
67.3

0.0
18.7

0.1
19.5

379 Apr.-18
60.9 Apr.-18
74.7 Apr.-18

Sources: TAC ECONOMICS, FMI-WEO

TAC ECONOMICS
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Economic & Financial Risk – 40.3-C
The Economic & Financial Risk rating has significantly
deteriorated over the last four quarters although it is still at a
favorable level (40.3-C in 2018Q1) before new US sanctions
were imposed in April 2018. Indeed, risk levels are well below
the regional (46) and world (45) average Risk ratings. This is
remarkable since Russia’s economic performances and risks
are closely intertwined with energy prices and geo-political
situation, both of which have been volatile in the recent years.
In addition, the recent / post-sanctions depreciation of the
Ruble (RUB) should lead to an improvement on the Foreign
Exchange Balance; this is also corroborated by lower ratings
for longer horizons (38.2-B for 3 to 5 years).
Indeed, most of the deterioration in Risk rating since 2017Q2
was due to the return into the unsustainable overvaluation
area on our Foreign Exchange Balance, highlighting a
(moderate) overvaluation of the currency associated with
highly unstable capital movements. In parallel, the Cyclical
Balance shows a significant negative reversal for our indicator
of domestic demand momentum, pointing to weakening
growth over the coming quarters. Meanwhile, the Debt
Balance is weakened by a relatively low level of foreign direct
investment and significant external liabilities, with a dominant
share of corporates and banks among debtors.
In parallel, Growth, Banking System and especially Liquidity
Balances exhibits strong and positive readings. The Growth
Balance shows recovering economic growth and very large
current account surpluses. The Banking Balance displays a
relatively high domestic leverage, though improving since mid2016, while Russians banks have a very low dependency on
foreign financing. The Liquidity Balance highlights a very
strong short-term foreign currency position, with declining ST
Fx liabilities and increasing Fx reserves; this provides a critical
buffer in moments of more constrained access to external
funding as a result of sanctions.

Economic & Financial Risk Rating History
from 0 (lowest risk) to 100 (highest risk)

Scores for Fundamental Balances
from 0 (lowest risk) to 100 (highest risk)

Political & Governance Risk Rating History
from 0 (lowest risk) to 100 (highest risk)

Political & Governance Risk – 64.5-d
Russia’s Political Risk ratings (64-d) is high given the
authoritarian style of President V. Putin’s government that is
essentially a centralized state system, with high levels of
corruption, coercion, election rigging and selective violence. It
is reflected by highly unfavorable indicators of Voice and
Accountability, Control of Corruption and Rule of Law.
Almost unchallenged, V. Putin’s was reelected for a fourth
term as President on March 18, 2018. Following his victory,
infrastructure, education and health were indicated as key
priorities for the next six years, with an eye towards real
income growth. If well implemented, these priorities have the
potential to expand non-oil exports and to have significant
impact on human capital development. Since the outcome of
May 2012 decrees (governance, defense and social policies)
are unclear, minimal expectations from the current one
would be prudent.

Scores for Political & Governance Risk
from 0 (lowest risk) to 100 (highest risk)

Additionally, the strategic tensions over Russia’s growing
international assertiveness show little signs of abating soon.
With the April 2018 US sanctions, ongoing US investigations
of Russia’s alleged meddling in its 2016 Presidential elections,
Russia’s military interventions (Syria and Ukraine), massive
international controversy of Russia poisoning its ex-spy in UK,
and no clear successor after Mr. Putin’s seemingly final term
gives space for continuation of geopolitical uncertainty.
TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com
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Detailed Assessment
Structural Balances
Growth Balance
The Growth Balance exhibits a strong external balance, while
economic growth has recovered although at an insufficient
level to move into the low risk quadrant. Irrespective of
changes in oil prices, current account has structurally
remained in surplus, thus reducing significant payment risk.

The Growth Balance shows the ability of a country to
register sufficient economic growth without triggering
excessive external imbalance.

The trajectory of economic growth suggests some structural
weaknesses (low productivity, adverse demographics, etc.), as
it deteriorated from 2010 (when oil prices were rising). Then,
several factors (oil prices fall in 2014, overvalued Ruble, geopolitical conflict and international sanctions) have led the
economy into recession in 2015-2016; the recovery was
mediocre (GDP: +1.5% y/y in 2017) in spite of robust domestic
demand and more favorable oil prices.
In parallel, Russia has registered solid current account surplus
(since economic crisis in 1998), even during periods of major
fluctuations in the oil prices, confirming a key strength in
country risk reduction. This was evidenced in 2015-2016
(recession years and historically lows in oil prices) when it
remained positive on the back of prudent exchange rate
policy. Similarly, in 2017, larger imports of goods and services
have partially offset the stronger exports due to higher oil
prices, therefore the current account surplus has modestly
increased (USD 37bn after USD 26bn in 2016).

Point to monitor: Foreign & domestic investors’ confidence
in relation to global financial volatility and structural
reforms to impact short-term economic growth.

Looking forward, favorable oil prices (brent at 79$/bl in May
15, 2018) and a more competitive Ruble will maintain positive
external balance, whereas economic growth should strengthen
mildly (GDP: +2.0% y/y in 2018 according to the consensus),
thus keeping Russia’s position close to the low risk quadrant.

Debt Balance
The Debt Balance reflects increase in debt service since 2014
and a poor (although marginally improving) financing stability,
hence Russia moved up within the intermediate risk quadrant.

The Debt Balance measures the structural quality of a
country’s external financing and its ability to balance debt
with more stable inflows of foreign direct investment.

The financing stability has deteriorated rapidly between 2013
and 2015, reflecting the sharp decline in FDI flows (from USD
69bn to USD 7bn) caused by fall in global oil prices, escalation
of geo-political tensions (and related international sanctions).
In parallel, net private capital outflows have increased (USD
24.8bn in 2017, after USD 18.4bn in 2016) mainly due to
external payments by banking sector. Overall this portents to
a persistently poor financing stability.
The debt service has deteriorated in 2015-2016 because of
sharper reduction in foreign currency earnings (weak Ruble
and lower oil prices) than the fall in external debt (USD 524bn
in 2016 against USD 550bn in 2014). However, with revival in
exports aided by rebound in oil prices along further reduction
in external debt (USD 519bn in 2017), led mostly by lower
long-term external liabilities of the banking sector. Therefore,
the debt service shall likely move downwards within the
intermediary risk quadrant.
In 2017, the Debt Balance is likely to witness deteriorating
financial stability and reduction in debt service, keeping
durably the position into the intermediate risk quadrant,
confirming the sensitivity to changes in flows of other capital
(banking or portfolio).
TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com

Point to monitor: Volume and direction of capital flows in
relation to the geo-political tensions and effects on the
currency movement and matching of foreign borrowing
requirements.
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Short-Term External Balances
Liquidity Balance
The Liquidity Balance is the strongest Fundamental Balance
(low risk position since 2000s) with abundant foreign
exchange reserves and limited short-term debt in foreign
currency (maximum potential service).

The Liquidity Balance assesses the foreign currency
situation of a country by looking at the relative level of
currency reserves and the vulnerability related to the
accumulation of short-term foreign currency liabilities.

In the aftermath of the 2014 sanctions, the structural outflows
of capital reduced the short-term external debt (8.6% of total
debt in 2016 from 11.2% in 2014); however, fall in exports
receipts (as in the Debt Balance) has raised the maximum
potential service indicator until 2016Q4. Conversely, higher
current account surplus and reversal in short-term banking
debt (USD 39bn in 2017Q4) have reduced significantly the
indicator in recent quarters. Furthermore, on account of new
international sanctions in 2018, Russia is planning to increase
local currency borrowings, while its improving trade balance
will further reduce the maximum potential service.
In parallel, the forex liquidity has stayed relatively high despite
the Central Bank’s massive forex interventions in 2014-2015
to cushion the rapid depreciation of Ruble and again during
the recession in 2016; nonetheless, comfortable level of forex
reserves (covering 20 months of imports) was maintained due
to substantial reduction in imports. Forex reserves have
rebounded (USD 377bn in March 2018) on the back of
improved external accounts as well as Central Bank’s
interventions in buying currencies to limit Ruble appreciation.

Point to monitor: Oil prices movements and related
dynamics of forex reserves accumulation.

Foreign Exchange Balance
The latest position shows a mildly over-valued Russian Ruble
and a steady deterioration of foreign reserves quality, leading
the country into the unsustainable overvaluation quadrant.
Because of the fall in global oil prices and the imposition of
sanctions, the Ruble has steeply depreciated (-105% against
USD between 2014Q3 and 2016Q1 to 74.6 USD/RUB). This
appropriate policy move by the Central Bank has allowed a
substantial improvement of the exchange rate competitiveness,
leading to a mildly undervalued Ruble in 2016Q1 and partially
offsetting losses of oil exports in local currency. Gradual
recovery in both oil prices and economic performances have
led to an appreciation of the Russian Ruble (to 58.7 USD/RUB
in 2017Q1) and consequent loss of competitiveness.
Henceforth, the mild overvaluation (about 10% in 2018Q1)
has been corrected with the sudden depreciation of the Ruble
following the announcement of US sanctions on April 6, 2018
(-9% against USD), thus returning to a neutral exchange rate
competitiveness.
Simultaneously, the forex reserves quality has witnessed a
massive increase in 2015-2016 due to steeper contraction in
international interbank lending than in forex reserves. Later,
the increasing speculative capital flows, highlighted by the
Ruble’s appreciating trend, due to rising oil prices and
favorable economic performances has led to a significant
decline in forex reserves quality, at an insufficient level.
The recent depreciation of the Ruble (to 62.6 USD/RUB in May
2018) and related return to neutral competitiveness suggests
a much lesser risk of currency adjustment in the coming
quarters, especially if oil prices remain elevated. However,
mediocre forex reserves quality portends likely bouts of
significant volatility, given the geo-political and economic
uncertainties.
TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com

The Foreign Exchange Balance looks more precisely into a
key financial aspect of the country risk by measuring the
relative valuation of the exchange rate in terms of
international competitiveness as well as the quality of
changes in official reserves in relation with short-term
capital movements.

Points to monitor: Interventions of the Central Bank in
currency management due to economic or geo-political
uncertainties. Horizon of favorable commodity prices’
support.
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Short-Term Domestic Balances
Cyclical Balance
The Cyclical Balance indicates a well-managed stance in
monetary policy, and a decreasing momentum of domestic
demand, portending weak growth in the coming quarters.
The real economic pressure, which indicates the momentum
of domestic activity with 3-to-6 quarter lead, has
demonstrated rapid movements since mid-2015. The
positive dynamic of the indicator until 2016Q3 anticipated
well the economic recovery in 2017 on the strength of
counter-cyclical policies. Indeed, the economy came out of
recession in 2017, thanks to the pick-up in the
manufacturing sector. However, the rapid reversal of real
economic pressure after 2016Q4 augurs a relative
stabilization of economic growth at its current mediocre
level in the coming quarters. Specially, business conditions
remain weak (manufacturing PMI at 51.3 in April 2018) and
geo-political pressures over the US sanctions shall persist.
Simultaneously, the monetary pressure has contracted
between mid-2015 and end-2016 due to high, yet
decelerating, inflationary pressures (negative impact of the
massive depreciation) and economic contraction. However,
after having massively raised interest rate (to 17% in Dec.
2014), the Central Bank has cautiously eased its monetary
policy, in line with receding inflation. Currently, with
inflationary pressures (+2.4% y/y in April 2018) below the
Central Bank’s target (4.0%), the neutral monetary pressure
indicates that the money supply is well-adjusted to real
economic activity. Looking ahead, monetary easing is
expected to continue in the medium term, although the
Central Bank has maintained its policy rate (+7.25% in April
27, 2018) after the US sanctions in anticipation of currency
volatility and potential negative impact on inflation.

The Cyclical Balance gives a view of the cyclical position of
the country, and allows a measure of the quality of the
domestic economic policies, by looking at the de facto
stance of the monetary policy and the momentum of
domestic activity.

Point to monitor: Downturn in manufacturing sector and
dynamics of oil prices likely to impact economic growth.
Pace of interest rate reduction and currency movements.

Banking System Balance
The simultaneous decline in domestic leverage and foreign
financing is leading to an improvement of Russia’s position
in the domestic credit risk quadrant.
On the one hand, the interbank credits have significantly
reduced (from USD 87bn in 2014Q1 to USD 39bn in 2017Q4)
due to international sanctions imposed on Russian financial
entities and fall of investors’ confidence due to economic
recession. On the other hand, relatively high level of
domestic leverage suggests that the banking sector remains
fragile. In fact, credit distribution has accelerated until
2014Q4 (above +20% y/y on average per year between 2011
and 2014). After slowing down during the economic
recession, credit distribution has contracted in 2016Q4 and
2017Q1.
This has led to high level of non-performing assets (10% of
total loans in Jan. 2018) and evidences of large-scale
operational mismanagements prompting a massive cleanup by the Central Bank (including revoking licenses of 16
banks and nationalizing 3 large banks). In spite of persistent
fragilities in some private sector banks (low profitability), the
Central Bank’s regulatory revamp should keep the bank
system out of systemic risk (overall capital adequacy ratio
satisfactory at 12%), unless of course there is a steep decline
in global oil prices affecting the economy.

TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com

The Banking System Balance gives a measure of the solidity
/ vulnerability of the overall banking system of the country,
through an appreciation of the macro leverage effects and
banks’ capital strength, and the dependence of domestic
banks on foreign financing.

Point to monitor: Adherence to banking reforms, speed of
reduction of NPAs, and retrieval of banks’ profitability.
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Business Potential & Background Information
Growth and Business Potential
Long-Term Potential GDP Growth (% y/y)
(TAC ECONOMICS models)

TAC ECONOMICS’ Business Potential Measures
From 0 (lowest potential) to 100 (highest potential)
Score
Development
Trade
Corporates
Financial System
Business Potential

Rank
/ 95 countries
3
15
5
23
5

24.6
12.8
32.9
24.5
21.7

Background Information
After the break-up of the Soviet Union in late 1991, the history
of the Russian Federation officially began. Boris Yeltsin was
the first directly elected President, inheriting a country with
diminished economic, political and military powers. The early
“shock therapy” with radical liberal reforms (rapid
liberalization of prices and trade, stabilization of inflation and
massive privatizations) has led to a major economic
depression, and in a context of strong parliamentary
opposition, a Constitutional crisis, allowing B. Yeltsin to
strengthen his power. His second term (1996-2000) was
marked by the rise of an oligarchy built on distressed public
goods (natural resources, finance, telecommunication /
media, industry, etc.), the resumption of the war in Chechnya
and a financial collapse in 1998.
In March 2000, Vladimir Putin, outgoing Prime Minister, was
elected President. His mandate since 2008, with a temporary
exchange of 4 years of siege with Prime Minister Dimitri
Medvedev in 2008-2012, is characterized by a centralization of
political power with the support of the oligarchs. The Putin
government has progressively intervened in the economic
sphere (strategic decisions of the largest public companies,
renationalization in strategic sectors) leaving the economy
more and more dependent on the energy sector. It also
slowed down the reform process (institutional reforms and
natural monopoly reforms) even though the business
environment has improved somewhat (40th place in the
Doing Business 2017 ranking). In addition, RiskMonitor’s six
risk-based political risk indicators highlight the high
concentration of political power, its interventionism in the
private sector (opaque regulations, corrupt and inefficient
judicial system) and the increasing pressure on independent
media. In a context of growing nationalist assertion, the ruling
United Russia party strengthened its position in the Russian
Parliament (Duma) in the last parliamentary elections of
September 2016 (+105 to 343 seats out of 450).
Finally, a much more authoritarian model of foreign policy has
emerged, particularly in its near periphery (interventions in
the North Caucasus, creation of a Eurasia Customs Union,
annexation of Crimea in Ukraine, etc.). Despite deteriorating
relations with the West associated with financial sanctions,
Russia remains an essential geopolitical partner: major
energy supplier in Europe, privileged diplomatic relations with
Iran, military intervention in Syria with negative repercussions
with Turkey, potential rapprochement with the United States
under the leadership of US President D. Trump and his
conservative administration.
TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com

Structural Data
Population (mn)
Population growth (%)
Population 15-64 (% total)
Urban Population (% total)
Literacy Rate
Life Expectancy at birth (years)
GDP current (bn $)
GDP per capita ($)
Unemployment Rate
Investment (%GDP)
Domestic Credit (%GDP)
Ease of Doing Business (rank / 190 countries)

144.0
+0.2%
69%
74%
99.7%
72
1 527
10 608
5.2%
24%
53%
35

Exports & Imports Partners 2016
Exports
Netherlands
China
Germany
Belarus
Turkey

10%
10%
7%
5%
5%

Imports
China
Germany
Belarus
United States
Italy

21%
12%
6%
4%
4%

Exports & Imports by products category 2016
Primary commodities
Fuels
Manufactured goods
- Labour-intensive and resourceintensive manufactures
- Low-skill and technology-intensive
manufactures
- Medium-skill and technologyintensive manufactures
- High-skill and technology-intensive
manufactures

Exports
20%
56%
24%

Imports
16%
1%
83%

3%

14%

7%

8%

5%

35%

8%

26%

Services exports and imports 2016 by category
Goods-related services
Transport
Travel
Other services

Exports
6%
34%
15%
45%

Imports
2%
16%
32%
50%
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Chart & Data Pack
Chart Pack
Russia – GDP Growth (%)

Russia – Current Account (% of GDP)

Sources: TAC ECONOMICS, IMF/WEO

Russia – External Debt ($ bn)

Russia – Foreign Direct Investments ($ bn)

Sources: TAC ECONOMICS, World Bank

Russia – Exports ($ mn & y/y % change)

Russia – Imports ($ mn & y/y % change)

Sources: TAC ECONOMICS, Datastream

TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com
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Russia – Credits to private sector

Sources: TAC ECONOMICS, Datastream

Russia –Foreign Exchange Reserves

Russia – Exchange Rate against USD

Sources: TAC ECONOMICS, Datastream

Russia – Credit Default Swap

Russia – Fiscal Balance & Public Debt (% of GDP)

Sources: TAC ECONOMICS, Datastream, IMF/WEO

TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com
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Risk Metrics
Signals of Potential Shocks
Activity
Exchange Rate
Payment

No signal
No signal
No signal

Economic & Financial Risk Ratings
from 0 (lowest risk) to 100 (highest risk)
Overall Economic & Financial Risk Rating: 40.3 - C
< 1 year

1 - 3 years

3 - 5 years

Activity

43.0

C

43.5

C

39.6

B

Exchange Rate

47.0

C

37.9

B

38.4

B

Payment

39.0

B

37.9

B

36.5

B

Economic and Financial Risk Rating History
from 0 (lowest risk) to 100 (highest risk)
by Risk

by Horizon

Risk Ratings Comparison
Economic & Financial Risk
Region comparison

Political Risk
Region comparison

Country-size Group comparison

Country-size Group comparison

TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com
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Methodology
RiskMonitor
RiskMonitor is a set of quantitative models designed by TAC ECONOMICS to assess and measure the degree of
country risk in developing countries. Country risk is understood here as a risk of a macro or global nature
materializing in the country that has an impact on the normal unfolding of a project or an investment made by a
foreign company or investor.
In the methodology developed by TAC ECONOMICS, this includes risks of cyclical difficulties, of currency
depreciation and on cross-border payments, as well as an aggregate measure of political and governance risks.
The results are in the form of Economic & Financial Risk Ratings (currency, activity, payment ratings, with an average
Economic & Financial Risk Rating), and a Political & Governance Risk Rating).
The chart below summarizes the architecture of RiskMonitor and the results provided: they include Risk Ratings,
Crisis Signals and an aggregate measure, expressed in basis points, that can be incorporated in cost of capital
computation).
RiskMonitor Methodology

Economic Risk Ratings measure the likelihood of economic or financial difficulties. They are determined through a
normative approach using a quantitative measure of the country’s performances on six Fundamental Balances
(Growth, Debt, Liquidity, Foreign Exchange, Cyclical, and Banking System Balances). Risk Ratings are continuous on
a scale from 0 (lowest possible risk) to 100 (maximum possible risk), grouped in four categories (A-B-C-D) with
readings above 60-D suggesting very substantial risks and those below 30-A negligible risks. The Economic Risk
Ratings are differentiated for 3 different types of economic and financial difficulties (external payment / fx liquidity,
exchange rate / currency, and economic activity / cyclical) and 3 time-horizons (less than 1 year, 1 to 3 years, and 3
to 5 years).
Crisis Signals warn of upcoming full-blown crises with systemic implications. They are the result of signaling tools
and non-linear models provide early warning indications of shocks of a large magnitude and acute intensity. The
results are “flags” indicating a high probability of, or a high vulnerability to, adjustments of such a magnitude and
violence that they can significantly alter contractual commitments and counterparties’ financial health in an
indiscriminate way. Mirroring the Economic Ratings, the Signals are provided for 3 types of shocks (transfer crisis
& default, currency collapse, violent recession) and 3 horizons.
Political Risk Ratings assess the likelihood of difficulties arising for sovereign decisions or unstable political regimes
and situations, as well as from a poor regulatory environment or large corruption. They are computed from survey
data and indicators provided by the World Bank on an annual basis. Political Risk Ratings are using the same scale
as Economic Risk Ratings, continuous on a scale from 0 (best) to 100 (worst), grouped in four categories (a-b-c-d).

TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com
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Products group by Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) Revision 3
Primary commodities, excluding fuels (SITC 0 + 1 + 2 + 4 + 68)
Fuels (SITC 3)
Manufactured goods by degree of manufacturing
-

Labour-intensive and resource-intensive manufactures
611-613, 633-635, 641-642, 651-659, 661-666, 821, 831, 841-846, 848, 851

-

Low-skill and technology-intensive manufactures
671-679, 691-697, 699, 785-786, 791, 793, 895, 899

-

Medium-skill and technology-intensive manufactures
621, 625, 629, 711-714, 716, 718, 721-728, 731, 733, 735, 737, 741-749, 771-775, 778, 781-784, 811-813,
893-894

-

High-skill and technology-intensive manufactures
511-516, 522-525, 531-533, 541-542, 551, 553-554, 562, 571-575, 579, 581-583, 591-593, 597-598, 751-752,
759, 761-764, 776, 792, 871-874, 881-885, 891-892, 896-898

List of countries monitored by size groups
10 Key EM

50 Smallest

Brazil

Mexico

Albania

Honduras

China

Poland

Armenia

Jordan

India

Russia

Azerbaijan

Lao P.D.R.

Indonesia

South Africa

Bahrain

Libya

Korea

Turkey

Belarus

Macedonia

Benin

Madagascar

Bolivia

Mali

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Mauritius

Brunei Darussalam

Mongolia

Bulgaria

Montenegro

Burkina Faso

Mozambique

Cabo Verde

Nepal

Cambodia

Niger

Cameroon

Paraguay

Comoros

Republic of Congo

Côte d'Ivoire

Rwanda

Croatia

Senegal

Dem. Rep. of the Congo

Serbia

Dominica

Seychelles

El Salvador

Tanzania

Gabon

Togo

Georgia

Tunisia

Ghana

Uganda

Guinea

Yemen

Guinea-Bissau

Zambia

Next 10
Argentina

Nigeria

Colombia

Philippines

Egypt

Saudi Arabia

Iran

Thailand

Malaysia

UAE

30 Mid-Size
Algeria

Morocco

Angola

Myanmar

Bangladesh

Oman

Chile

Pakistan

Costa Rica

Panama

Czech Republic

Peru

Dominican Republic

Qatar

Ecuador

Romania

Ethiopia

Sri Lanka

Guatemala

Sudan

Hungary

Taiwan

Israel

Ukraine

Kazakhstan

Uruguay

Kenya

Venezuela

Kuwait

Vietnam

TAC ECONOMICS
www.taceconomics.com
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Disclaimer
These assessments are, as always, subject to the disclaimer provided below.
This material is published by TAC ECONOMICS SAS for information purposes only and should not be regarded as
providing any specific advice. Recipients should make their own independent evaluation of this information and no
action should be taken, solely relying on it. This material should not be reproduced or disclosed without our
consent. It is not intended for distribution in any jurisdiction in which this would be prohibited. Whilst this
information is believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified by TAC ECONOMICS and
TAC ECONOMICS makes no representation or warranty (express or implied) of any kind, as regards the accuracy or
completeness of this information, nor does it accept any responsibility or liability for any loss or damage arising in
any way from any use made of or reliance placed on, this information. Unless otherwise stated, any views, forecasts,
or estimates are solely those of TAC ECONOMICS, as of this date and are subject to change without notice.
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